
on tapTHE CHEESES
chandoka
FRIENDLY&FLEXIBLE - COW & GOAT
PASTEURIZED - VEGETARIAN  RENNET - 4 MOS
@LACLARECREAMERY

This cheese from Wisconsin's LaClare Family 
Creamery is a blend of 70% cow and 30% goat milk. 
Dense and rich, with hints of butter and grass—it 
finishes with a familiar cheddary tang.

A TRUE AMERICAN ORIGINAL

THE PAIRINGS
crunchy mushroom chips
@EATEVILSNACKS

Nevada’s Evil Snacks invites you to savor the 
simplicity of real mushrooms that are transformed into 
crispy delights. With a satisfying texture and rich 
umami finish, they promise quality and irresistible 
flavor in every bite.

OTHER USES
Sprinkle some onto your salads

salt & black pepper pretzels
@ONTAPKITCHEN

Inspired by the desire for a more satisfying pretzel 
experience, Colorado’s Ontap Kitchen uses local 
ingredients to create this new take on a classic snack. 
The result is a crunchy, airy pretzel bursting with the 
flavors of whole wheat, rye, and spices.

OTHER USES
Break some up into your next bowl of popcorn

quadrupel belgian beer cheese
SMOOTH&MELTY - COW

This fusion of Belgian excellence combines 
trappist-style cheese with one of the world's best 
Quadrupel beers. Malty and creamy, its texture melts 
on the palate, while hoppy nuances dance on the 
tongue.

IT’S BEER-Y GOOD!

bacon & jalapeno mustard
@PILSUDSKIMUSTARD

Crafted in Southeastern Pennsylvania, Pilsudski's 
Mustard blends familiar flavors with a hint of heat. 
With the perfect fusion of smokiness and spice, it 
epitomizes both quality and a new take on tradition.

OTHER USES
Spread some onto your pork chops before cooking

hoch ybrig
SMOOTH&MELTY - COW
RAW - ANIMAL  RENNET - 8 MOS
@ROLFBEELER

Named after a mountain in Switzerland, this is made 
with raw milk from local cows and aged with a unique 
cider-wash by Rolf Beeler. Striking a balance 
between robust flavor and rustic sweetness.

A VERY FINE ALPINE
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